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Background to this Primer
We have based the demo SmartForm on Schedule A6—Boilers on the Australian
Institute of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Heating’s [AIRAH] DA19 HVAC&R
Maintenance Manual.
The demonstration SmartForm illustrates a number of the features and functionalities possible with electronic forms.
This primer comprises three parts:

PART 1— Getting Going
PART 2 — Working with the A6 Boilers Demo SmartForm
PART 3 — Generating the Work Order in the office
We have also prepared a companion Primer for Working with SmartForms + Assets
for SmartTrade users who are not currently using SmartForms with Assets.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact myself or the SmartTrade support team.
Kind regards
Kevin Greenfield
Support Manager
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PART 1—Getting Going
1.1 Logging into SmartTrade Mobile

To access SmartTrade Mobile, you need to
log into workmobile.net.nz, if you are
logging in on your desktop or with an
Android device use Chrome as the browser,
on Apple devices use Safari.

Enter the “User Name” and
“Password” you have been
provided with. The “Company
Code” is abctest.
Note the password is case
sensitive .

1.2 Open the navigation menu

The SmartTrade Mobile home screen, from
here tap the blue “GoTo” button to go to the
navigation menu.

1.3 Open the job list

Tap on “Jobs” to open
the job list window.
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(Getting Going cont.)
Reminder Icons—the icons show the status
of tasks for each job. If the icon is grey the
task is outstanding, if green the task is done.
The two RHS icons are Complete an optional
form and Complete a required form.

1.4 Open the job

1.5 Tab on the Assets tab

Tap on the job to open it.

When in the job tap on “Assets” in the menu bar,
this will take you to the asset attached to this job.
You can add comments here.

1.6 Open the asset

Tap on the asset to open it.

OR

Go straight to the SmartForms
without opening the asset.

You can go straight to the
SmartForms by tapping the Actions
button on the asset. See 1.9 on p6
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(Getting Going cont.)

1.7 The asset details tab opens

The Asset “Details” displays
the details of the asset as
entered in SmartTrade Office.

The “Service Manual” field allows you enter a
web address link to online manuals etc. so
the SmartTrade mobile user can access the
manuals in the field.

1.8 Click on the Forms tab

Tapping on Forms in the top menu
bar takes you the SmartForms
attached to the asset.

1.9 Open the SmartForm

Tap on the SmartForm you want
to open.
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PART 2 — Working with the A6 Boilers Demo SmartForm
2.1 Client and Asset details

When the SmartForm opens it will
be pre-populated with the client
and asset details.

2.2 Last service details

The SmartForm will be populated with
the last service details and service
type and date for this service.

2.3 Select the service recurrence

The checks required for this service will be checked,
you can manually overwrite these settings.
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(A6 Boilers Demo cont.)
2.4 Mandatory workplace safety checks

The field tech must confirm all mandatory
workplace safety check s have been completed to
be able to open up the rest of the SmartForm.

The SmartTrade user has a range of options
to manage mandatory safety or compliance
requirements:
At the job level:

Jobs can have mandatory form(s) attached so

2.5 Select the Schedule

the job can’t be commenced until the form(s)
have been signed off.
Jobs can have pop-up form(s) attached which
the field tech will see when the job is opened,
but aren't mandatory.
At the asset level:

SmartForms can have mandatory or nonmandatory check boxes.

Tap on “Select” to select the
Schedule you want to work on.
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2.6 Use the More button

(A6 Boilers Demo cont.)
Automatic calculations
Calculations can be incorporated into SmartForms,
this demonstration SmartForms doesn’t incorporate
calculations.

Tapping the More button will show more
information relating to that check.

On each check there are four selection buttons.
 Passed - no action
 Passed - actioned required
 Failed - W/O raised
 N/A

2.8 Passed—action required

Selecting the “Passed - action required”
option allows you to record the fault and the
onsite work done to fix the problem.
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(A6 Boilers Demo cont.)

2.9 Failed—W/O created

Selecting the “Failed - W/O created” option
allows you to record the fault by clicking on
the Add W/O Note button. SmartTrade will
create a Work Order in SmartTrade Ultimate
when the SmartForm is signed off.

2.10 Adding a work order note

The SmartForm will pre-populate the note with the
check number and description.
Any notes added here will be transferred to the Work
Order in SmartTrade Ultimate.
Tapping the “Confirm” button will save the note and
return the user to the form.

Add a description of the
problem and recommended
solution.

2.11 Editing work order notes

The Work Order notes can be viewed or
edited in the Work order notes panel
before the SmartForm is signed off.

Voice recognition dictation
Most modern smart devices allow voice
recognition dictation, makes entering notes much
easier and even includes spell checking, numerical
data can also be entered.
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(A6 Boilers Demo cont.)

2.12 Signing Off the SmartForm

The SmartForm is signed off by tapping on the
Sign off button. After the SmartForm is signed
off you cannot make any changes. SmartForms
can be edited in the cloud by office staff with
permissions to do so.

The appropriate Service Status needs be
selected and the SmartForm signed off
before the Work Order is generated.

2.13 Return the SmartForm
When you have finished trialling the
SmartForm, return to the job list tap on the
action button and select “Return job” this will
return the job to SmartTrade Office and
remove it from your SmartTrade Mobile.

2.14 Provide us with Feedback

We would appreciate your comments and
feedback. Please add your comments to the
job before you return the job to us.
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(A6 Boilers Demo cont.)

PART 3 — Generating the Work Order in the Office
Work orders and assets are SmartTrade Ultimate features. SmartTrade users wishing to use
work orders with assets need to have at least one SmartTrade Ultimate office licence in their
pool of office licences.
For more information about how SmartForms work with assets please refer to the
Primer for working with SmartForms + Assets.

When the work order is generated in SmartTrade Ultimate it is populated with the asset details and
the details of the work required from the SmartForm.

In the office you can set
the priority, assign an
employee and generate
a job or link the Work
Order to an existing job.
Also there are two
customisable fields.
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